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Development Control Committee A – 15th December 2021 

Response to Bristol Tree Forum Questions (Provided 14 December 2020 @17:58) 

1. Can you confirm that no evidence has been submitted which would justify the removal of 

trees identified as T24, T25 & T47 in the applicant's arboricultural evidence because, it has been 

alleged, they are causing damage to the nearby ancient remains of St Mary le Port church and a 

nearby mediaeval cellar? 

The Applicant’s proposed tree removal in respect of T24, T25 & T47 has been informed by the provision 

of site visits, surveys and reports undertaken by its professional project team, including TEP 

(arboriculturalsts) and FBCS Heritage, and engagement with Bristol City Council (BCC) and Historic 

England. The Applicant has had sight of two reports, commissioned by BCC, but which are not publicly 

available: 

▪ St Mary-le-Port, Castle Park, Bristol: Photogrammetric Survey & Interpretation (Wessex 

Archaeology, December 2017) 

▪ St Mary Le Port, Castle Park, Bristol: Condition Summary, Schedule and Specification of Proposed 

Works to Ruins (Wild Conservation, 18 November 2016) 

FCBS (Heritage) has also undertaken numerous site visits, including some within the High Street vaults. 

These site visits have been attended by Officers of BCC and/or Historic England. 

Background to T24, T25 & T47 

T24 & T25 

These two mature London plane trees are located within the centre of St Mary le Port ruins and are 

identified as Category A trees, 17.0m and 16.0m in height respectively. Further commentary on the 

condition and form are provided in the Arboricultural Impact Assessment (TEP, May 2021), including 

references to roots being “visible and girdled in surrounding hard surfacing” of the St Mary le Port 

Church ruins. 

It is understood that, sometime during 2020, BCC Surveyors took action to prevent the collapse of the 

St Mary le Port Church graveyard wall and in a bid to limit further impact to the south chancel wall, the 

southern most tree, T23, was felled leaving just the stump. It is understood T23 was planted in around 

1973 sat over the ancient graveyard and an historic area of soil. By contrast T24 & T25, two larger trees 

in the ruin, also planted in 1973, developed more rapidly due to the contemporary re-filling of the ground 

within the church. This, is it thought, allowed the trees to more readily develop extensive and expansive 

root systems.  

T47 

This mature London plane tree approximately 19.0m in height is located to the south west of the site, 

within the pavement area of High Street. It is also recognised as Category A.  Further commentary on 

the condition and form are provided in the Arboricultural Impact Assessment (TEP, May 2021), including 

references to “large roots being visible in hard surface have pushed up surrounding tarmac”. 

The impact of T47 upon the High Street vaults beneath was identified in May 2020 when FCBS Heritage 

gained access to the vaults for inspections ahead of design work. BCC were seemingly unaware of the 

issue before this. An initial note was prepared by FCBS Heritage and passed on to BCC (1968 – High 

St Vaults, note for BCC (FBCS, 22 July 2021)). Photographic evidence within this note illustrates roots 

protruding into the High Street vaults and clearly damaging its structure. Historic England’s Monuments 
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Officer has acknowledged the damage by the roots and could be sufficient to place the monument on 

the ‘Heritage at Risk Register’. Historic England’s Monument’s Officer supports the removal of T47. 

 

Application documents addressing T24, T25 & T47 

Arboricultural Impact Assessment (TEP, May 2021) 

The Applicant has submitted an Arboricultural Impact Assessment as part of the application which 

includes the following commentary: 

“2.11 The London planes are visually prominent from all aspects of the Site with broad, spreading 

crowns. They are all affecting the paving flags, blocks and tarmac to some degree with trees on 

High Street and Wine Street in particular causing substantial displacement of the existing 

surfaces. T47 is also damaging the walls of a historic vault which is a Scheduled Monument 

underneath High Street.” [emphasis added] 

“3.12 Trees T24, T25 and T47 are currently causing damage to the Scheduled Monuments of the 

vaults and St Mary le Port and are proposed for removal regardless of development.”  

 

Non-application documents addressing T24, T25 & T47 

St Mary-le-Port, Castle Park, Bristol: Photogrammetric Survey & Interpretation (Wessex Archaeology, 

December 2017)  

In 2017, Wessex Archaeology was commissioned by BCC to prepare a report for building recording 

and not condition or defects. However, the report does note that the trees and vandalism are impacting 

the ruin. The Applicant considers such notes/references would only be made if these were of serious 

concern to the asset.  

“1.2.3 The present site is somewhat overgrown, although in advance of the survey the majority 

of scrub growth adjacent or on the Church had been removed. Plane trees have been planted in 

the past as part of the park landscaping. Several fairly mature trees are situated within the 

footprint of the building and one within the graveyard area. The interior ground surface is a 

combination of concrete slabs and grass. The slabs are becoming displaced by a mixture of root 

growth and vandalism. In recent years stones have been knocked from walls by vandalism, 

causing damage to historic fabric. The surrounding 1970s consolidation works, particularly along 

the east side of the ruins, is also starting to break-up” [emphasis added] 

“4.8.5 To the south of the north aisle north wall, the present ground surface is a mixture of grass 

and concrete slab pavement. The pavement areas are becoming uneven due to the effects of 

tree roots from the large plain [sic] tree and subsistence.” [emphasis added] 

St Mary Le Port, Castle Park, Bristol: Condition Summary, Schedule and Specification of Proposed 

Works to Ruins (Wild Conservation, 18 November 2016) 

In 2016, Wild Conservation was commissioned by BCC to carry out an assessment of the condition of 

the fabric of St Mary le Port ruins. It is important to note that the brief for this report required the stone 

mason surveyor to provide a scope of work that sought to address urgent repairs only, however tree 

damage is noted in several instances within the report. The overall recommendation is to remove some 

trees and manage others. Although the report does not explicitly identify which trees it is apparent from 
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the impact to the ruins that the three formally planted trees should be either removed or their canopies 

cut right back so as to prevent any overhanging element to the ruin walls.  

“Recommendations 

▪ Provisional sums should be included for unforeseen areas of repair or intervention. 

▪ Vulnerable masonry on the bank is unsafe and public access should be physically 

discouraged with fencing or otherwise. 

▪ Trees and shrubs should be killed off before any works starts, to allow roots to decay. 

▪ Budgeting should be put in place for future maintenance including foliage management, 

graffiti cleaning and stabilisation of loose material.” [emphasis added] 

“2.0 Low Walls… The site is sheltered from adverse weather conditions although due to the 

prominence of mature trees and an excessive amount of foliage, some areas remain damp longer 

than others” [emphasis added] 

“2.6.2 East Wall… The corner is of a rounded profile and has become detached as one nub of 

masonry from the wall, possibly caused by tree roots” [emphasis added] 

“3.1 South elevation… Elder and buddleia are present on the south wall along with creepers 

trailing from the overhanging plane tree above.  Plant growth has encouraged a damp 

environment leading to erosion of bricks and mortar.  Loose algae growth and dirt cover the wall 

surface.” [emphasis added] 

“3.2 East elevation… There are several instances of aerosol paint graffiti on the brickwork. The 

site is in semi permanent shade offered by several mature trees.  The damp environment has 

resulted in loose organic coating on the wall surface and small shrubs and weeds colonising the 

wall, exploiting any open joints.” 

2. Have any ecological and arboricultural reports or comments been prepared by council officers 

in response to this application? If so, please make copies available before the meeting. 

Ecological and arboricultural comments have been prepared by council officers and these form part of 

the record of the application. They have been available on the public website since 5th July 

(ecology) and 2nd December (arboricultural). The comments received are incorporated into the 

Committee report. 

3. Which Biodiversity Net Gain Metric calculation will the committee accept when considering 

this matter - version 2.0 or 3.0? 

The planning application was prepared (and involved dialogue with BCC Ecology (Dr Nicholas 

Michael) on EIA Scoping) and submitted in May 2021 and assessed the BNG using version 2.0 

which was applicable.   Maximising BNG delivery is a significant consideration during the iterative 

design of the SMLP proposals and the extent of BNG that could be delivered was based on multiple 

iterations of Metric 2.0.  

Version 3.0 was introduced following submission.  Natural England guidance on BNG 3.0 states: 

“Users of the previous Biodiversity Metric 2.0 should continue to use that metric (unless 

requested to do otherwise by their client or consenting body) for the duration of the project it is 
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being used for as they may find that the biodiversity unit values metric 2.0 generates will differ 

from those generated by Biodiversity Metric 3.0”. 

There has been no request from Bristol City Council to switch to Metric 3.0. 

4. What is the minimum percentage of Biodiversity Net Gain the committee will accept when 

considering this application? 

The Environment Act 2021 references a mandatory 10% BNG, but the PAS advice notes on BNG state: 

“Mandatory biodiversity net gain as set out in the Environment Act applies in England only by 

amending the Town & Country Planning Act (TCPA) and is likely to become law in 2023” 1 

As a result, the 10% BNG stated in the Environment Act is not yet a legal requirement and won’t be 

until the Town & Country Planning Act amendments become law. 

The National Planning Policy Framework (July 2021) paragraphs 174(d) and 179(b) sets out that plans 

should deliver gains for biodiversity but the NPPF does not reference a specific percentage BNG.   

There is no mandatory BNG figure stated within BCC’s development plan policies.  The BCC Ecology 

response to the Scoping Opinion (see email from Dr Nicholas Michael dated, 30 November 2020) 

states: 

“Planning applications submitted to Bristol City Council should demonstrate a positive biodiversity 

gain when using this [i.e. metric 2.0] metric.” 

The application is compliant with this requirement. 

 

 

 
1 https://www.local.gov.uk/pas/topics/environment/biodiversity-net-gain 

https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/O-TuCgjyU7XoNMCo7q7m?domain=local.gov.uk

